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Abstract. Information System (IS) evolution is today a continuous preoccupation of every modern organization that aims to have a perfect support for its
constantly changing business ecosystem. However, the task of IS evolution is
not anodyne, it presents several risks towards IS sustainability as well as towards enterprise activity. Taking a decision related to any IS change can be a
troublesome responsibility because of the amount of information that has to be
processed and the uncertainty of the impact of the change on the enterprise and
its IS. To reduce this uncertainty, we have developed a conceptual framework
for IS evolution steering. This framework allows to capture the information on
how enterprise IS supports its activities and regulations, and then to extract the
information relevant for realizing IS evolution activities, simulating their impact, and taking appropriate decisions. This second part of the framework is
called the responsibility space of IS evolution steering and is the main subject
of this paper.
Keyvords. Information system evolution, IS evolution steering, IS steering
model, Responsibility space of IS evolution steering
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Introduction

The constantly changing business and technology environment of modern organizations implies the necessity for continuous evolution of their Information Systems (IS)
that are expected to fit it perfectly. However, the task of IS evolution is not anodyne,
it presents several risks towards IS sustainability as well as towards enterprise structure and activity [1]. Taking a decision related to any IS change can be a troublesome
responsibility. First, because of the amount of information that has to be processed
while this information is not always available or easy to find, which creates the feeling of uncertainty. Second, because of the uncertainty of the impact of the change on
the enterprise and its IS. Some of the problems that could appear are: the undetected
inconsistency between the organization’s activity and the IS functionality, the loss of
regulatory compliance, conflicting IS evolutions, the impossibility to undo
IS/Organizational changes, the loss of information, and the need to change the whole
system when only part of it is impacted. Therefore, a tool supporting IS evolution
steering is indispensable to guide and to reassure the officers responsible for this task.
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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In our previous work [2] we have introduced a conceptual framework for IS evolution
steering. This framework includes several conceptual models each of them taking into
account a particular perspective of IS evolution steering:
• the information on how enterprise IS supports its activities and regulations is captured in the IS Steering Model (IS-SM);
• the notion of IS evolution including its structure, lifecycle and impact assessment
is represented in the corresponding Evolution Models;
• the responsibility of IS evolution steering actors on (1) the consistency of enterprise information (data) and on (2) the enterprise compliance with regulations governing its activities is formalized in Ispace and Rspace models respectively; and
• the guidance to use the aforementioned models, and so to help the actors in charge
of IS evolution steering, is formalized in the Evolution Steering Method.
The framework constitutes the foundation for developing an Informational Steering
Information System (ISIS). Up to now we only presented the general overview of the
framework and its IS-SM model [2], and partially discussed the IS evolution models
[3]. In this paper we focus our attention on the third part of our framework that deals
with the notion of responsibility in IS evolution steering. In particular, we explain
how to extract the information that is necessary to understand the scope of a particular
IS evolution, to asses its impact, and finally to take appropriate decisions. We call this
type of information the Responsibility space. As mentioned above, we distinguish two
types of responsibility: the one over the enterprise information space that we call
Ispace, and the other over the regulation space that we call Rspace.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss the responsibility issues in the domain of IS evolution. Section 3 provides an overview of the
fundamental model of our framework – the IS-SM. Section 4 presents the main contribution of this paper – the models for defining the responsibility space of IS actors.
In section 5 we briefly discuss the related works and we conclude in section 6.
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Responsibility Issues in IS Evolution Steering

Information systems evolution is closely related to the changes undertaken in the
organization itself and in its environment. A decision to move the organization from a
current situation (ASIS-Org) to a new one (TOBE-Org) generally implies a more or
less important change in its information system – the move from a current IS (ASISIS) to the new one (TOBE-IS). At each increment of ASIS-IS evolution towards
TOBE-IS, the IS evolution steering officers have to take important decisions that
could have more or less important impact on the TOBE-IS and therefore on the
TOBE-Org. Indeed, they are directly responsible for the quality and sustainability of
the TOBE-IS as well as its fitness to the TOBE-Org business. Besides, they are indirectly responsible for the future sustainability of the organization and its business,
which depend on the result of the IS change. Therefore, the task of IS evolution steering is not so simple and is characterized by a high level of uncertainty, and the main
reasons of that are as follows:

• Besides its operational importance, an information system has also a strategic significance for the organization. Indeed, it holds key information for the organization, and represents a strategic resource which underpins its key functions and decision-making processes.
• IS evolution may be triggered by business needs, legislation and/or strategic technological decisions. An organization, its business activities and its information systems are interwoven, so changes to one of them are likely to affect the others [4].
• The decisions on how to change the organization and how to change its IS are not
taken at the same level and not by the same people.
• The decisions at organization’s strategic level are generally made in situations
distinguished by their uniqueness and uncertainty (e.g. business innovation). That
makes the decisions at IS level even more risky. These decisions may have serious
consequences and could jeopardize the sustainability of the organization [5].
• IS evolution requires knowledge [4] about IS structure, about dependencies between IS components and applications and how they support business activities,
about how people work with the IS, and what are their rights and responsibilities.
Having this knowledge is of prime importance in the IS evolution steering as it
provides the basis for the action [6]. Knowledge deficiency, in the contrary, creates
the situation of uncertainty.
• The complexity of IS evolution is due to the fact that several IS dimensions have to
be taken into consideration [7, 8]: the information dimension responsible for the
availability and integrity of data, the regulatory dimension ensuring IS compliance
with the enterprise regulatory framework (standards, laws, regulation policies), the
activity dimension supporting enterprise business activities, and the technology dimension dealing with the implementation and integration solutions.
• Finally, there are many different ways to realize an IS evolution, each of them
having a different impact on the current and future condition of the organization’s
IS, and therefore, of the organization itself.
To reduce the uncertainty level that IS evolution steering actors have to face we
need to guarantee that they possess all the required knowledge allowing to observe IS
changes, to understand their impact, and to identify potential risks on the TOBE-IS
and TOBE-Org. We agree with [4] that models are means to record this knowledge
and make it accessible. Hence, to capture this knowledge, we have developed an Information System Steering Model (IS-SM) that allows to define how exactly enterprise activities and regulations are implemented in its information system. Actually,
IS-SM is the underpinning model for the development of a meta-IS (IS upon IS in [9])
that we call ISIS – Informational Steering Information System. Enterprise IS and ISIS
are not at the same level. IS is at the operational level, where actors (IS users) can
query/create/delete/modify objects of IS classes, and trigger/control/stop operations
on these objects according to their access rights. ISIS is at the IS steering level, where
actors (IS steering officers) can query/create/delete/modify the design of classes, operations on these classes, integrity rules, processes, and access rights of the IS.
When a particular IS evolution is at stake, only a part of the information available
in ISIS is needed – the ISIS entities that are directly or indirectly concerned by the

evolution. They represent the responsibility space of this IS evolution steering. Identifying this space contributes to reduce the risk of information overload [10], which
could lead the IS steering actors to confusing estimations and inappropriate decisions.
The main role of the responsibility space is to assist the evolution impact analysis.
Inspired by [11] and [12], we define the responsibility space as a set of ISIS instances that represent accountabilities and capabilities of an actor to perform a task.
We distinguish two perspectives of responsibility:
1. Ispace representing the responsibility over information elements (i.e. objects, operations, and integrity rules implemented in the enterprise IS), and
2. Rspace representing the responsibility over regulatory elements (i.e. laws and regulation policies governing enterprise activities supported by its IS).
Formally, the Ispace/Rspace model is defined as a part of IS-SM. With
Ispace/Rspace, we create sub-sets of information, extracted from ISIS, that inform the
IS steering actors about the changes caused by an evolution affecting the responsibility of IS users. They allow to simulate IS evolutions and to identify potential risks. In
the next section we overview IS-SM, and then in section 4 we define mechanisms to
extract the Ispace and Rspace from IS-SM.
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Overview of the Information System Steering Model

The role of the Information System Steering Model (IS-SM) consists in defining the
information that can be obtained from the enterprise IS in a generic way. In particular,
it allows representing the information related to the enterprise structure (organizational units and their composition), positions in an organizational unit, persons’ assignments to one or several positions, their responsibility over different information elements, etc. Fig. 1 depicts a simplified version of IS-SM. More details about IS-SM
can be found in [1], and its complete version is available online [13]. IS-SM contains
three main parts: activity, information, and regulatory. In this section we provide a
short summary of each of them.
The activity part of IS-SM (the left side in Fig. 1) describes the organization of the
enterprise activity. In particular, it allows to capture the information on how different
persons are related to the organizational units trough positions they hold, which activities they can perform in these positions, how activities are combined in larger business processes and what are the business rules that control the execution of activities
and business processes.
The information part of IS-SM (the right side in Fig. 1) reflects the usual definition
of IS concepts such as class, operation, integrity rule, and their interrelations. In addition, this part takes into account the fact that usually an enterprise has several more or
less interdependent information systems and many services can be built upon an IS.
Therefore, IS-SM also includes the concept of IS and the concept of service, and relates all the elements of its information part with the IS and services where they are
present. For readability purposes, these two concepts are not shown in Fig. 1; the
complete model can be found in [13].

Fig. 1. Simplified version of IS-SM, see [13] for details

The main interrelations between the activity and information parts are established
trough the concept of role, which is a pivotal concept of IS-SM. It allows to connect
activities and, consequently, persons who may perform these activities, to the IS classes and operations by defining the appropriate access rights. Other interrelations concern business rules from the activity part and integrity rules from the information one.
A business rule is related to an integrity rule if the later was created from the former.
The regulatory part of IS-SM (the top part in Fig. 1) expresses knowledge about
science, techniques, standards, skills, laws, policies and regulations that are independent of the enterprise but govern enterprise activities. As a consequence, enterprise IS,
supporting these activities, has to comply with them. This knowledge is formalized in
terms of regulatory elements that can be concept, regulatory role and regulatory rule.
The interrelations between the activity and information part elements on one hand
and the regulatory part elements on the other hand are established if the former are
founded on the later. Indeed, laws or other regulatory instruments can impose the
creation of particular classes, operations, business rules, or positions. Generally, this
information is not made explicit in the traditional IS. However, it is very important for
the IS evolution steering to trace regulatory elements inside the IS [8]. In case they
change (e.g. a change of a law), a conforming IS evolution must be triggered.
To conclude, we claim that an ISIS based on the IS-SM allows to capture all the information necessary to deal with IS evolution steering. However, this information is
still too large when considering a particular ASIS-IS transformation into TOBE-IS. In
the following sections we define mechanisms to extract the information that is really
at stake for a particular IS change – the responsibility space of the change.

4

Defining the Responsibility Space from IS-SM

We study the notion of responsibility from the enterprise activity point of view, i.e.
how any change in the organization (e.g. a hospital) affects the responsibility of a
particular role in this organization (e.g. prescribing drugs to patients), an activity
where this role has to be played (e.g. visit patients), a position to which this activity is
allocated (e.g. doctor) and finally a person that is allocated to this position (e.g. Dr
Laennec). In the following sub-sections we formally define how the Ispace/Rspace
can be calculated for different IS-SM activity part elements. We illustrate these definitions with a simple example from the hospital domain.
4.1

Responsibility on the Information Space

The information space of a particular IS-SM activity part element x (i.e. role, person,
position, or activity), retrieved from IS-SM and denoted Ispace(x), represents the
space of information accountability and capability of x. For example, if the Ispace of a
person p, Ispace (p), includes a class cl, then p has accountability over the objects of
cl, and p is expected to have capabilities thereof (e.g. create, update, delete the objects
of cl).
The formalization of Ispace(x) and Rspace(x) is inspired by the relational algebra
in the following way:
Ispace/Rspace (x) = (ClA * ClB * ClC)[ClA = x][ClB]
where * expresses the join between IS-SM classes, [ClA = x] represents the selection of the object x from the class ClA, and [ClB] expresses the projection on the class
ClB.

Fig. 2. The part of IS-SM allowing to retrieve the Ispace of a role.

Formally, Ispace of an element x is defined as a powerset Ispace(x) = <Cl(x),
Op(x), IR(x)> that includes a set of classes Cl(x), a set of operations Op(x) and a set
of integrity rules IR(x) accessible from x and defined in IS-SM.
For example, the Ispace of a role r is defined as Ispace(r) = <Cl(r), Op(r), IR(r)>.
The part of IS-SM allowing to retrieve Ispace(r) is shown in Fig. 2. Here, Cl(r) represents the set of classes that r can access, and, therefore, for which r carries accounta-

bility (probably shared with other roles) and holds capability to execute methods on
these classes. This set of classes can be accessed through the operation:
Cl(r) = (Role * Class_Role * Class) [Role = r][Class]
Op(r) represents the set of operations that can be executed by the role r, and for
which r carries accountability and holds the necessary capability. This set of operations can be accessed through the operation:
Op(r) = (Role * Role_Operation * Operation) [Role = r] [Operation]
Finally, IR(r) includes the set of integrity rules that can be accessed by the role r
via the methods and operation of the classes that are in Cl(r) of its Ispace. Therefore, r
carries accountability to validate these rules when this validation is not completely
automatized and holds capability for that. The set of integrity rules of a role can be
accessed through the operation:
IR(r) = (Role * Class_Role * Class_Role_Method * Method * Risk * Context * Integrity_Rule) [Role = r] [Integrity_Rule] ∪ (Role * Role_Operation * Operation *
Class_Operation * Method_Operation_Class * Method * Risk * Context * Integrity_Rule) [Role = r] [Integrity_Rule].

Fig. 3. The part of IS-SM allowing to retrieve the Ispace of a person.

The Ispace of a person p, Ispace(p), represents the information elements (classes,
operations and integrity rules defined in the organization’s IS) that p needs to access
in order to perform the activities related to her position(s) in the organization. Fig. 3
shows the part of IS-SM allowing to retrieve the Ispace(p). In the course of evolution,
if a person leaves the organization, her information space should be identified and
transferred to another person to ensure the continuity of the business activities. On the
opposite, if a new person enters the organization, she should be trained to use her
information space. Because a person may have several roles, each of them related to
the activities for which she has the duty in her position(s), Ispace(p) is defined by the
union of the Ispace(r) of each of its roles:
Ispace(p) = ∪ r ∈ Role(p) Ispace(r), where

Role(p) = (Person * Person_Position * Activity_Person_Position * Activity_Position
* Activity * Activity_Role * Role) [Person = p] [Role]
In a similar way, Ispace is defined for positions and activities.
4.2

Responsibility on the Regulatory Space

The regulatory space of a particular IS-SM activity part element x (i.e. role, person,
position, and activity), denoted Rspace(x), is also retrieved from IS-SM. It represents
a space of regulatory accountability and capability of x, i.e. how x is related to the
regulatory elements (i.e. concepts, regulatory rules and regulatory roles) of the regulatory part of IS-SM. For example, if the Rspace of a person p, Rspace(p), includes a
concept c, then p has compliance responsibility over the objects of c, and possesses
the capability thereof, i.e. the required knowledge.
Rspace of an element x is defined as a powerset Rspace(x) = <Co(x), RRole(x),
RRule(x)> including a set of concepts Co(x), set of regulatory roles RRole(x), and a
set of regulatory rules RRule(x) accessible from x and defined in IS-SM. An IS-SM
activity part element x may access a regulatory element in three different ways (see
Fig. 1):
• Via a direct relation, e.g. Activity has a direct link to Concept via Activity_Concept.
• Indirectly via intermediate activity part elements, e.g. Activity can be related to
Regulatory_Role through Position and Position_Reg_Role, or it can be related to
Concept via Event and Event_Concept.
• Indirectly via intermediate information part elements, e.g. Role can be related to
Concept via Class, and to Regulatory_Rule via Class and Integrity-Rule, where
Class and Regulatory_Rule are elements of the information part of IS-SM.

Fig. 4. The part of IS-SM that allows to retrieve the Rspace of a role.

The total Rspace of x will take into consideration all possible ways x can access the
regulatory elements.
Fig. 4 shows the Rspace model for a role. The Rspace of a role r is defined as:
Rspace(r) = <Co(r), RRole(r), RRule(r)>.
Co(r) includes a set of concepts (instances of the class Concept) that represent the
regulatory foundation of the role r. These concepts can be implemented in the enter-

prise IS as classes or operations to which the role has access. To calculate Co(r) we
use the following operation:
Co(r) = (Role * Class_Role * Class * Class_Concept * Concept) [Role=r][Concept])
∪ (Role * Role_Operation * Operation * Concept_Operation * Concept) [Role=r]
[Concept]
RRole(r) represents the set of regulatory roles that are the "raison d'être" of a role r.
In the course of IS evolution, if it happens that a regulatory role has no more corresponding role, we can deduce that either the IS is not compliant with the regulatory
framework of the organization, or this regulatory role is now out of the IS scope. The
set of regulatory roles of a role r can be accessed through the operation:
RRole(r) = (Role * Reg_Role_Role * Regulatory_Role) [Role = r][Regulatory_Role]
Finally, RRule(r) represents a set of regulatory rules that the role r has to be compliant with. This compliance is implemented through the integrity rules over the classes to which this role has access. The operation to calculate RRule(r) is:
RRule(r) = (Role * Class_Role * Class * Context * Integrity_Rule * IR_Reg_Rule *
Regulatory_Rule) [Role = r][Regulatory_Rule]
In a similar way we define the Rspace for activities, positions and persons.
4.3

Illustrating Example

To illustrate the Ispace and Rspace definitions proposed above we use an example of
the hospital ROL. Fig. 5 depicts a small part of the kernel of its information system
schema.

Fig. 5. A small part of the IS schema of the hospital ROL.

In this example we will consider:
• one organizational unit: the general medicine department,
• two positions: the doctor and the nurse,
• two activities of a doctor: a1 concerning the care of patients (visit, diagnostic, prescription) and a2 concerning the management of the nurses working in her team.

The activity a1 is associated with two roles: r11 for the visit of patients, and r12 for
the prescription of drugs to patients. To calculate the Ispace of the role r11 we apply
the formulas provided above.
Ispace(r11) = <Cl(r11), Op(r11), IR(r11)>:
Cl(r11) = {Doctor, Patient_Doctor, Patient, Visit, Prescription, Drug_Delivery,
Nurse_Patient} is the list of classes that the role r11 should access;
Op(r11) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r11), read(cl)), create(visit)}: r11 can read the objects of any
class of Cl(r11) and can create an object of the class Visit;
IR(r11) is empty.
Therefore, the ISpace of the doctor Laennec related to the role r11 is:
Ispace (Laennec / r11) = (Cl(r11), Op(r11), ø) [Doctor = ‘Laennec’].
This selection, as in the relational model, means that any object accessible by
Laennec must be reachable by join operation with the object of the class Doctor identified by Laennec. So, for instance, Laennec can create an object of Visit only for his
patients and can access to the objects of Patient only for his patients.
Similarly, we calculate the Ispace of the role rl2:
Ispace (r12) = <Cl(r12), Op(r12), IR(r12) >:
Cl(r12) = Cl(r11);
Op(r12) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r12), read(cl)), create(prescription)}; IR(r12) = ø.
The activity a2 is associated with two roles: r21 and r22 – the arrival and the departure of a nurse in/from the team of a doctor. Indeed, in the ROL hospital, a doctor has
the responsibility to accept/refuse/fire a nurse in her team. The Ispace of the roles
r21/r22 is as follows:
Ispace (r21) = <Cl(r21), Op(r21), IR(r21)>:
Cl(r21) = {Doctor, Docor_Nurse, Nurse);
Op(r21) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r21), read(cl)), create(doctor_nurse)}; IR(r21) = ø.
Ispace (r22) = <Cl(r22), Op(r22), IR(r22)>.
Cl(r22) = {Doctor, Docor_Nurse, Nurse);
Op(r22) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r22), read(cl)), delete(doctor_nurse)}; IR(r22) = ø.
To illustrate an evolution case, let’s suppose that now the ROL hospital wants to
get into improving patients safety. To this end, it proposes to introduce the concept of
skill. Following international standards, some particular skills will be required for the
delivery of drugs to patients. The doctor will be in charge to guarantee that nurses of
her team have sufficient competences for administrating all the drugs she can prescribe. So, the IS of ROL must evolve, especially by introducing new classes such as
Skill, Nurse-Skill associating a nurse to her skills, Required-Skill associating a drug to
the skills required to administrate it, and the class Doctor_Drug associating a doctor
to any drug she can prescribe. The new IS schema is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The IS schema of the hospital ROL after the evolution.

After this evolution, the position “doctor” has still the same activities a1 and a2,
and the activity a1 has the same roles r11 and r12. But, for the activity a2, the roles r21
and r22, must be extended into r211 and r221. Furthermore, this activity has additional
roles r23 and r24 related to the skills and the drugs. Here are the definitions of the
Ispace of r211, r221, r23 and r24:
r211: when dealing with the arrival of a new nurse, the doctor can check if the nurse
has sufficient skills given the skills of the other team nurses.
Ispace (r211) = <Cl(r211), Op(r211), IR(r211)>:
Cl(r211) = {Doctor, Doctor_Nurse, Nurse, Nurse_Skill, Skill, Doctor_Drug, Drug,
Required_Skill);
Op(r211) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r211), read(cl)), create(doctor_nurse)};
IR(r211) = ø.
r221: the doctor can check if the departure of the nurse has serious consequences
given the skills of the other team nurses.
Ispace (r221) = <Cl(r221), Op(r221), IR(r221)>:
Cl(r221) = {Doctor, Doctor_Nurse, Nurse, Nurse_Skill, Skill, Doctor_Drug, Drug,
Required_Skill);
Op(r221) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r221), read(cl)), delete(doctor_nurse)}; IR(r221) = ø.
r23: the doctor can add or remove skills to a nurse.
Ispace (r23) = <Cl(r23), Op(r23), IR(r23)>:
Cl(r23) = {Doctor, Doctor_Nurse, Nurse, Nurse_Skill, Skill, Doctor_Drug Drug, Required_Skill);
Op(r23) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r23), read(cl)), delete(nurse_skill), create(nurse-skill)};
IR(r23) = ø.
r24: the doctor can add/remove a drug to/from her list of drugs.
Ispace (r24) = <Cl(r24), Op(r24), IR(r24)>:
Cl(r24) = {Doctor, Doctor_Drug, Drug);

Op(r24) = {(∀cl ∈ Cl(r24), read(cl)), create(doctor_drug), delete(doctor_drug)};
IR(r24) = ø.
With this example we can also briefly show the relevance of the Rspace. The class
Skill can be considered as a concept of the regulatory space because its origin can
come from an international standard, which is independent of the hospital. Thanks to
this concept, a nurse can position herself in her work domain. For example, if she
wishes to move to another team, she should compare her present skills with the required skills of this team. To make the transfer possible, she needs to know the list of
the skills required by this team. Consequently, she must be allowed not only to access
all the skills of her team (through the required skills of the drugs of her doctor) but
also all the skills of the other teams. This situation emerges only because of the regulatory space, not at all because of the operational activities of the hospital. Hence, this
situation shows how the knowledge of the enterprise IS and its different dimensions
can be useful not only for operational purposes but also to support IS evolution.

5

Related Works

The subject of IS evolution was largely discussed in the literature taking into account
various perspectives and positions. Most of the works consider a particular aspect of
evolution (e.g. changes in data schema, requirements, technology, and architecture,
business reengineering and enterprise reorganization) without trying to provide a
holistic approach and tool support for its steering. Though, IS evolution steering is at
the crossroads of several research areas such as: evolution models, Business/IT
alignment, Enterprise Architecture (EA) and Enterprise Modelling (EM), IS governance and risk management. Here, because of the space limit, we will mention only a
few works, mainly with the aim to demonstrate the position of our contribution.
Comyn-Wattiau et al. [14] emphasize that IS evolution and the mechanisms for
supporting it highly depend on its different facets or dimensions, like the nature of
change, the time frame and the importance. Similarly, various IS change dimensions
and taxonomies are proposed in the domains of data management [15] and business
process management [16] taking into consideration various aspects of change like its
subject, cause, type, extent, effect, swiftness, temporal and spatial issues. We agree
with the idea that IS evolution is multifaceted. Our framework for IS evolution steering includes three interrelated dimensions (i.e. activity, information and regulation)
each of them being a potential trigger and a subject of the change. Besides, we cope
with different IS evolution perspectives: its structure, lifecycle, impact and responsibility.
Let’s look now how our framework could be situated with regards to the EA/EM
contributions. Based on the literature review, Niemi and Pekkola [17] define EA as
‘an approach to managing the complexity of an organization’s structures, information
technology (IT) and business environment, and facilitating the integration of strategy,
personnel, business and IT towards a common goal through the production and use of
structural models providing a holistic view of the organization’. They also claim that

‘because of this scope, EA can be approached from a number of viewpoints’. Indeed,
most of the EA frameworks (e.g. Zachman Framework [18], TOGAF [19], CIMOSA
[20]) and EM languages (e.g. EKD-CMM [21], DEMO [22], ArchiMate [23])
acknowledge the need for multiple views and abstraction levels. They are necessary to
cope with IS/enterprise architecture complexity and separation of concerns, and to
address the different life spans of the architecture elements [24, 25]. These approaches expose best practices and generic principles that support the creation of ‘blueprints
for shared vision’ [24] of the current (ASIS-Org and ASIS-IS) and desired (TOBEOrg and TOBE-IS) situations. However, they fail to offer a formal evolution steering
method and tool supporting continuous IS changes. We acknowledge that they provide a detailed EA picture and propose approaches for EA evolution [26]. Though,
they do not offer means to measure the impact of the changes on the IS instances and
on the organisation activities, and the regulation dimension is clearly missing.
Another perspective we would like to address is the notion of risk related to the IS
evolution. IS evolution is the entanglement of organizational, information, regulatory
and technology issues and hence, the nature of IS evolution risk is as complex as the
setting they stem from. In their study of IS risks Alter and Sherer [27, 10] review a
large amount of dedicated literature from which they identify risk components (e.g.
financial, functionality, organisational, technology, security, people, information,
political, etc.), organize risk factors and propose a general and adaptable model of IS
risk. From this and other related studies [28, 29] we retain that risk is related to uncertainty. We argue that a way to cope with uncertainty in IS evolution steering is by
providing the precise information about the IS elements that are at stake. This is the
main role of our framework.
To conclude, we propose to discuss the notion of responsibility, which is, to our
best knowledge, the less considered topic in the domain of IS evolution. In [11,
12] Feltus et al. propose a metamodel formalizing the notion of responsibility of IS
actors. In this model the responsibility of an actor is related to a business role she
plays in the organization, and represents her accountabilities on a business task and
the required capabilities and rights to perform those accountabilities. Our framework
for IS evolution steering is compliant with this responsibility definition. Furthermore,
with the Ispace and Rspace definition mechanisms, we provide a powerful tool for
assessing and managing the responsibility of IS actors, and hence, the responsibility
of IS evolution steering officers.

6

Conclusion

Every modern organization understands that its prosperity largely depends on the
quality and fitness of its information systems. Because of the constant changes in the
organization and its environment, IS evolution is permanently at stake. Actors, responsible for IS evolution steering, are challenged to take decisions having impact on
the enterprise business. To be able to take these decisions, they must have a thorough
knowledge of the situation allowing to assess the impact of changes. The aim of our
work is to support IS evolution steering with conceptual tools allowing to reduce the

uncertainty inherent to IS evolution and the complexity pertaining to the multiple IS
dimensions. The main model of our conceptual framework, named IS-SM, represents
a foundation for developing an information system for IS evolution steering, that we
call ISIS. After a brief review of IS-SM, we present the main contribution of this paper, which deals with identifying the responsibility space of IS actors. This responsibility is considered from two complementary points of view: information (Ispace) and
regulation (Rspace). The Ispace and Rspace defined systematically on the current IS
(ASIS-IS) and future IS (TOBE-IS) allow to measure the delta of the IS evolution
from information and regulatory points of view respectively. They offer a view on
how the responsibility space will change for each actor of the organization. A person
can be granted with new responsibilities (e.g. creating, deleting, modifying objects)
over an existing or newly created information space. Is she ready to assume them?
Does she have capabilities? Such changes at IS level require decisions at organization’s steering level, while the information necessary to support the decision taking
can be obtained at the IS level. We are convinced that the implementation of ISIS
would be helpful not only for IS evolution steering abut also when dealing with enterprise reorganization.
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